Field Pinch (RFP) experiment RFX-mod [1] are often characterized by a saturated resistive kink mode which dominates the magnetic perturbation spectrum (Quasi Single Helicity -QSH). In these conditions the plasma becomes helically symmetric with core electron temperatures T e in the range ~0.8-1.2keV and high thermal gradients (~2-6 keV/m) [2] .
High time resolution electron temperature profiles. High current plasmas in the Reversed
Field Pinch (RFP) experiment RFX-mod [1] are often characterized by a saturated resistive kink mode which dominates the magnetic perturbation spectrum (Quasi Single Helicity -QSH). In these conditions the plasma becomes helically symmetric with core electron temperatures T e in the range ~0.8-1.2keV and high thermal gradients (~2-6 keV/m) [2] .
Thanks to a recently implemented soft-x-ray (SXR) diagnostic (called DSX3 in the following, [3] ), based on the double filter technique, T e profiles can be detected with a high time resolution (10kHz). This allows, for the first time in RFX-mod, to follow with accuracy the thermal gradient evolution [3] and to study the associated energy transport dynamic.
Analyses are performed taking into account the correct non-axisymmetric magnetic topology by a suitable radial coordinate s proportional to the square root of the normalized magnetic flux enclosed by the helical flux surfaces. 
where the brackets <…> stands for flux surface average (thus all quantities depend only on s), and P in =ηJ 2 is the ohmic input power density distribution, with η the Spitzer resistivity. χ e (s) can be isolated by integrating Eq.1 between 0 and s. Neglecting, for now, the term containing the time derivative on the left hand side, the spatial profile of χ e obtained by Eq.1 in the barrier region, relative to the T e profile in fig.2-a) , is shown in fig. 2 This latter in particular may strongly affect the final estimate of the diffusivity. Therefore, the gradient has been determined by a linear fit at the barrier too (blue straight line in fig 1-a) ; the corresponding χ e value is shown as a blue point in fig. 2-b Time evolution of the transport barriers by the ASTRA code. The evolution of thermal gradient during QSH cycles has been deeper investigated by using the tokamak transport code ASTRA [8] adapted to RFP devices and helical states. Experimental T e profiles sampled every 0.5 ms during a QSH phase are given as inputs to the code and fitted by a spline, like those reported in Fig.3(a) relative to three different times. ASTRA solves at each time the heat transport equation and provides the corresponding χ e (s) profile in order to match the T e data. At t=t 0 (dashed line) the Te gradient is low and a barrier is not clearly visible.
Then, the electron temperature and its gradient increase in the region between s = 0.2 and 0.6 (black thick line in Fig. 3-(a) at t=165ms=t F ) . The corresponding spatial diffusivity profiles computed by ASTRA at t=t 0 and t F are shown in Fig. 3-(d) . The complete time evolution of the averaged χ e in the barrier region is reported in 3-(c) both with the inclusion of the time derivative term ∂ t (n e T e ) (red line) and without (black line): the difference between the two estimates is always below 10%. This result is consistent also with other computations oscillations (see Fig. 3 -(c) and 3-(d) ).
In most of the analyzed QSH cycles we observe a similar phenomenology for the evolution of the electron temperature. It is worth to note that in these regimes T e is not always characterized by a totally flat temperature profile in the core near the axis sustained by a steep gradient (like the one corresponding at the time t f in Fig. 3 -(a) ) ; such a profile is tipically observed for less than 2-3 ms. 
